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The Medicine Maker Announces the Grand Winner of

the Innovation Awards 2020

Despite facing the unprecedented challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, innovation

in pharmaceutical development and manufacturing technologies remained strong in

2020. Congratulations to The Medicine Maker Innovation Awards 2020 Grand

Winner: The Smart Container by Schott Pharmaceutical Systems.

New York, U.S., March 10, 2021 – In December 2020, The Medicine Maker Innovation

Awards celebrated the 18 most groundbreaking drug development and manufacturing

technologies to hit the market in 2020. But which technology was the most innovative? It

was up to loyal readers of The Medicine Maker to decide. From December 2020 to March

2021, readers and visitors to The Medicine Maker website had the opportunity to vote for

their top technology of 2020.

Today, The Medicine Maker is delighted to announce the Grand Winner of the 2020

Innovation Award: the Smart Container by Schott Pharmaceutical Systems.

The Smart Container features a data-matrix-code that allows each vial to be traced

throughout the fill-finish-process – and beyond. According to Schott Pharmaceutical

Systems, the Smart Container ensures each container is matched with the right content, cap,

label, and secondary packaging based on the data stored in the system. The containers can

also help automate reject management and line clearance by collecting line performance data

of the entire fill-and-finish process.



Though appreciating there can only be one Grand Winner, The Medicine Maker also

congratulates two strong runners up:

● GPEX Boost Technology from Catalent Biologics – cell line expression technology for

improving titers and cell-specific productivity.

● AdhereIT 360 Base and AdhereIT Clip from Noble and Aptar Pharma – a system that

integrates with self-injection devices to support patients during treatment.

Stephanie Sutton, Editor of The Medicine Maker, said, “For The Medicine Maker Innovation

Awards 2020, industry 4.0 was a clear theme; we received many nominations for digital

solutions and technologies. I think this highlights how keenly the pharma industry is

embracing digital technologies in a bid to drive new efficiencies in all areas of drug

development. Schott Pharmaceutical Systems’ Smart Container could help enable

traceability and facilitate industry 4.0 throughout the fill-finish process and beyond.”

The Medicine Maker will publish the development story on the Smart Container in an

upcoming issue.

Nominations for The Medicine Maker 2021 Innovation Awards will open soon. The finalists

will be published in the December issue. Anyone interested in the 2021 awards can sign up

for The Medicine Maker newsletter at www.themedicinemaker.com to receive the latest

updates.

Where can the full 2020 Innovation Awards finalists be found?

The full Innovation Awards showcase can be accessed here and is also available in the

downloadable PDF of the December 2020 issue of The Medicine Maker.
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About The Medicine Maker

The Medicine Maker is a leading publication for professionals in the fields of drug

development and manufacturing. Through its many resources ̶ website, newsletters,

webinars, social channels, monthly print magazine and videos ̶ The Medicine Maker gives
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its vast audience of readers a truly global and multimedia platform from which to learn,

communicate, network and further the field of small molecule, biologics, and advanced

therapies development, manufacture and supply.

themedicinemaker.com | Twitter | LinkedIn | Instagram | Facebook

About Texere Publishing

At Texere Publishing, we deliver fearless, compelling, behind the scenes stories that matter

in the life sciences and medicine. Our unrivaled access to key opinion leaders, influencers,

scientists, and doctors who are making a difference, means that our readers are connected to

the pulse of their fields. Founded in 2012, we have expanded our editorial beat to the world

with our presence in the U.S., Canada, and the UK. Visionary. Innovative. Fearless. Join us

on our journey to cover the stories that matter to you.

Publishers of The Analytical Scientist, The Cannabis Scientist, The Medicine Maker, The

Ophthalmologist, The Pathologist and The Translational Scientist.
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